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Newgate are a British design studio creating 
timepieces which fuse function and aesthetic. 

Fuelled by the creative energy and entrepreneurial 
spirit of founders Jim and Chloe Read, the 
destination brand has been creating iconic clocks 
for over 25 years, transforming functional time 
telling devices into carefully considered design 
objects. 

The 2018 clock collection takes inspiration 
from architectural form and graphic shape, with 
modernist mid-century palettes infused with pops 
of bright colour. The carefully curated range mixes 
contemporary, retro-influenced, and classical clock 
designs alongside modern reinterpretations of 
some of Newgate’s best loved timepieces. 

Welcome to the 2018 collection.

WELCOME TO THE 
2018 NEWGATE CATALOGUE

WWW.NEWGATECLOCKS.COM 
SALES@NEWGATECLOCKS.COM

TEL  +44 (0)1691 679 994
FAX  +44 (0)1691 679 995

SOCIAL MEDIA

FACEBOOK.COM/NEWGATECLOCKS
TWITTER.COM/NEWGATECLOCKS
INSTAGRAM.COM/NEWGATECLOCKS
YOUTUBE.COM/NEWGATECLOCKS

Cover Photo: Chrysler in Radial Copper

HEAD OFFICE

NEWGATE CLOCKS LTD
UNIT 3, 
GLOVERS MEADOW,
OSWESTRY,
SHROPSHIRE
SY10 8NH

ALL INFORMATION IS CORRECT AT TIME OF PRINT.

PLEASE NOTE COLOURS MAY VARY DUE TO PRINTING PROCESS.
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A large modern wall clock with a clean dial and minimalist 

baton hands. Acrylic case finished in high quality silicone 

with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 53 x 53 x 5.5cm / 20.8 x 20.8 x 2.2in 

NUMBER ONE - ECHO
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NUMONE149FER

NUMONE149PGYNUMONE149PW
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A contemporary wall clock with a modern graphic dial in a range of playful colour 

options. Acrylic case finished in high quality silicone with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 37 x 37 x 4.6cm / 14.6 x 14.6 x 1.8in

NUMBER THREE - ECHO

NUMTHR129PW

NUMTHR129MPK

NUMTHR129PGY

NUMTHR129AM

NUMTHR129FER

NUMTHR129CHY
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CBM134AM CBM134PGY

CBM134MPKCBM134PW

CBM134FER

CBM134CHY

A playful and contemporary alarm clock with modern graphic dial and metal case finished in a 

range of bright matt colour options. A silent sweep movement means the second hand moves 

in constant motion with virtually no ticking noise. Metal case with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 14.5 x 9.7 x 5.5cm / 5.5 x 3.9 x 2.2in

CHARLIE BELL - ECHO
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NUMONE150KNUMONE150PGY

A large wall clock with an aviator-inspired 24-hour dial and straight-cut baton hands. 

Acrylic case finished in high quality silicone with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 53 x 53 x 5.5cm / 20.8 x 20.8 x 2.2in 

NUMBER ONE - ACADEMY
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MRC160DPLY53

Pale or dark plywood cases combine with cleanly designed dials to create 

a minimalist Scandi-inspired collection. Available in three sizes, with simple 

marker, graphic numeral or shaded dot dials measuring time. Plywood case 

wall clock with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - Large - 53 x 53 x 5.5cm / 20.8 x 20.8 x 2.2in

Medium - 40 x 40 x 4.8cm / 15.7 x 15.7 x 1.9in

Small - 28 x 28 x 4.8cm / 11 x 11 x 1.9in

MR CLARKE
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MRC160DPLY28

MRC161DPLY40

MRC160DPLY53

MRC159PLY28

MRC161PLY28

MRC160PLY40

MRC159PLY53
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A pale plywood case with minimalist dial and muted colour-block face completes 

the new Mr Clarke wall clock. Plywood case with metal hands and glass lens. 

HWD - Large - 53 x 53 x 5.5cm / 20.8 x 20.8 x 2.2in

Medium - 40 x 40 x 4.8cm / 15.7 x 15.7 x 1.9in

MR CLARKE
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MRC128PLY40 - Pill Blue

MRC147PLY53 - Clay Grey MRC130PLY53 - Oil Grey

MRC133PLY40 - Bubble Green MRC140PLY40 - Burnt Sienna
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A contemporary slim cased timepiece with a radial brass finish. Linear baton hands measure a minimalist marker or 

shaded dot dial. Metal case wall clock with metal hands and glass lens.  

HWD - 35 x 35 x 6cm / 17.7 x 17.7 x 2.4in

OSLO

OSLO160RAB35 OSLO161RAB35
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A dark plywood case and spun brass dial gives a contemporary twist to this mid-century 

style wall clock. Plywood case with spun brass face, metal hands and glass lens. 

HWD - 40 x 40 x 4.8cm / 15.7 x 15.7 x 1.9in

MRC222DPLY40

MRC224DPLY40

MR CLARKE
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A large matt black alarm or mantel clock with a bold 

mid-century atomic dial on an off-white or wood 

veneer face. A silent sweep movement means the 

second hand moves in constant motion with virtually 

no ticking noise. Silicone finish acrylic case with 

metal hands and acrylic lens.

HWD - 11.9 x 20.5 x 6.2cm / 4.7 x 8 x 2.4in

WIDEBOY

WIDE458K

WIDE453K
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Mr Edwards’ solid circular metal case is straight-cut for a clean and graphic line. The deep case holds a bold 

modernist dial and flat glass lens. Straight-edged metal wall clock in radial brass or matt moonstone grey with 

metal baton hands and glass lens.

HWD - 45 x 45 x 9cm / 17.7 x 17.7 x 3.5in 

MR EDWARDS

PUT373RAB PUT371BGY

A rectangular dark wood case holds a graphic, modernist 

dial with conductor’s baton hands. Dark wood wall clock 

with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 30 x 35 x 5.5cm / 11.8 x 13.8 x 2.2in

MR DAVIES

MRDAV162DO35
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A compact version of our larger Mr Edwards wall clock. Although smaller in scale, Master Edwards 

packs just as much stylistic punch. Straight-cut metal case in radial brass, radial copper, galvanised 

steel or matt moonstone grey with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 30 x 30 x 7cm / 11.8 x 11.8 x 2.7in

MASTER EDWARDS

LUGG371RAB LUGG371GAL

LUGG372RAC LUGG371BGY
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BILL93DO BILL235DO

SBILL235DOSBILL58DO
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Our iconic solid wood wall clock, composed of hand-assembled shaped wood segments. Available in two sizes, 

with petrol blue and chocolate black ‘reverse’ dial options. Solid wood case with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 60 x 60 x 13cm / 13.6 x 23.6 x 5.4in and HWD - 45 x 45 x 6cm / 17.7 x 17.7 x 2.4in

WIMBLEDON AND BILLINGSGATE

SBILL235DO
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A contemporary design with mid-century styling, the Chrysler 

wall clock fuses metals of the moment; radial brass, copper and 

burnished stainless steel, with a bold graphic dial and linear 

baton hands. A silent sweep movement means virtually no ticking 

noise. Metal case with metal hands and glass lens. 

HWD - 40 x 40 x 11.2cm / 15.7 x 15.7 x 4.4in

CHRYSLER
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WAT407BSS

WAT406RAC

WAT407RAC

WAT406BSS

WAT407RAB

WAT406RAB
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DOM411PEBL

Our contemporary domed podium alarm clock in a tactile 

silicone finish. A petrol blue colourway contrasts with the 

graphic dial and hands. Silicone finish acrylic dome alarm 

clock, metal hands with silent sweep movement and 

acrylic lens.

HWD - 17.5 x 12 x 9cm / 7 x 4.7 x 3.5in

DOME

FRED414CHK

A barrel alarm clock with tactile silicone chocolate black 

finish. Fred’s minimalist marker dial is measured by linear 

baton hands. Silicone finish acrylic alarm clock, metal 

hands with silent sweep movement and glass lens.

HWD - 11.7 x 11 x 7.2cm / 4.3 x 4.6 x 2.8in

FRED

The square cased Cubic’s straight lines and angles create 

a strong modernist silhouette. A digital beep alarm alerts 

you to the time. Silicone finish acrylic alarm clock, metal 

hands with silent sweep movement and acrylic lens. 

HWD - 10.7 x 10.2 x 9.6cm / 4.1 x 4 x 3.7in

CUBIC

CUBI408GGYCUBI410GGY

DOM412PEBL

FRED413CHK
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The iconic Brixton wall clock with radial brass finish case and bold black or white dial. A silent sweep movement 

means the second hand moves in constant motion with virtually no ticking noise. Metal case with metal hands 

and glass lens.

HWD - 40 x 40 x 11.2cm / 15.7 x 15.7 x 4.4in

BRIXTON

BRIX385RAB BRIX416RAB
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An Art Deco inspired sunburst wall clock. Stylised rays burnished with hand applied 

gold leaf give the gentle lustre and rich patina of a cherished antique timepiece. A black 

dial with convex glass lens contrasts with the pale golden case. Resin case with metal 

hands and glass lens. 

HWD - 41 x 41 x 5.2cm / 16.1 x 16.1 x 2in 

SBLAZE253VS

SUNBLAZE
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A retro mid-century starburst design with 

handmade real wood rays and spun brass 

lattice-work dial. Wooden wall clock with 

spun brass dial. 

HWD - 67 x 67 x 4cm / 26.4 x 26.4 x 1.6in

PLUTOG

PLUTO
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CBM39GGY CBM41RAB

CBM74RAC CBM74K CBM74BSS

Clean and contemporary with a minimalist 

graphic dial, this modern interpretation of the 

classic twin bell design lets the luxe metal 

finishes take centre-stage. Metal alarm clock 

with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 14.5 x 9.7 x 5.5cm / 5.5 x 3.9 x 2.2in

CHARLIE BELL
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A clean dial with minimalist numbers lets the pared back metal case do 

the talking. Metal wall clock with linear metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 38 x 38 x 6.5cm / 15 x 15 x 2.6in 

SPY

SPY158BSS SPY158RAC

SPY227GAL SPY227RAB
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CGAM371PRGCGAM117LW

CGAM371PRBLCGAM117CGYCGAM371MK

CGAM371BGY

A traditional twin bell alarm clock in a range of classic matt colour options. 

Metal case with metal hands and glass lens. 

HWD - 17 x 11.7 x 5.5cm / 6.7 x 4.6 x 2.1in

BRICK LANE ALARM
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Our classic twin bell alarm clock in three soft 

and dreamy matt case options. Metal case 

with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 17 x 11.7 x 5.5cm / 6.7 x 4.6 x 2.1in 

NEW COVENT 
GARDEN

CGAM587OGYCGAM587LW

CGAM11MK CGAM17MK

A large retro-influenced twin bell alarm clock 

in two monochrome colour options, with a 

contemporary matt finish case and bright red 

second and alarm hands. Metal case with 

metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 17 x 11.7 x 5.5cm / 6.7 x 4.6 x 2.1in

MANCHESTER 
ALARM

CGAM216R CGAM216K

Our classic twin bell alarm clock with retro dial 

in gloss red or black. Metal case with metal 

hands and glass lens.

HWD - 17 x 11.7 x 5.5cm / 6.7 x 4.6 x 2.1in 

LONDON 
ALARM
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WEST117LIGYWEST117GGY WEST117PGY

A classically influenced wall clock with elegant calligraphic dial and teardrop hands in a sophisticated 

colour palette. Acrylic case with high quality silicone finish with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 50 x 50 x 6.4cm / 19.7 x 19.7 x 2.5in

WESTHAMPTON
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NUMONE148K NUMONE148PGY

A modern interpretation of the traditional Roman dial, the Italian Number One clock strikes the balance 

between classic and contemporary. Acrylic case with silicone finish, metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 53 x 53 x 5.5cm / 20.8 x 20.8 x 2.2in   

NUMBER ONE - ITALIAN
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A modern classic, the Theatre wall clock creates a handsome focal point within any room. A deeply moulded case 

and traditional Roman dial are enclosed by a flat glass lens. Metal case with metal hands and glass lens. 

HWD - 50 x 50 x 11cm / 19.7 x 19.7 x 4.4in

THEATRE

FAN449K FAN449OGY
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An enduring classic that transcends trends 

to remain one of our most-loved styles. 

Metal wall clock with metal hands and 

glass lens.

HWD - 50 x 50 x 8cm / 19.7 x 19.7 x 3.2in

CLJ71K

BATTERSBY
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A traditional solid wood station clock with wooden back box that 

brings the case forward from the wall. A brass bezel and classic 

Roman dial are measured by spade hands. Wooden wall clock 

with metal hands and glass lens. 

HWD - 50 x 50 x 12cm / 19.7 x 19.7 x 4.7in

KCS77DOB

KINGS CROSS

A dark gold vintage-inspired sunburst wall clock. Stylised rays 

are burnished with a hand applied gold leaf to give the patina of 

a cherished antique timepiece. Resin case with metal hands and 

glass lens.

HWD - 28 x 38.5 x 4.7cm / 11 x 15.2 x 1.9in 

SBURST242GL

SUNBURST
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COOK397LW COOK397K

Our new monochrome Cookhouse with petite proportions. With fools gold bezel and coordinating 

hands. Deep reverse ‘ogee’ matt metal wall clock and glass lens. 

HWD - 23 x 23 x 6.6cm / 9 x 9 x 2.6in

MINI COOKHOUSE II

MCOOK397LW MCOOK397K

The classic Cookhouse clock in a modernist monochrome palette, with fools gold bezel and 

coordinating hands. Deep reverse ‘ogee’ matt metal wall clock and glass lens. 

Medium - HWD - 35 x 35 x 10cm / 13.7 x 13.7 x 3.9in

COOKHOUSE II
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COOK397K
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DOR369PEBL DOR370CHK

Moody petrol blue and rich chocolate black create a dark and brooding modernist look. A moulded, 

silicone finish wall clock, spade hands with silent sweep movement and glass lens. 

HWD - 40 x 40 x 7.2cm / 15.7 x 15.7 x 2.8in

PIMLICO
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LUGG390K

LUGG390R

The smaller cousin of Newgate’s iconic Putney wall clock. A straight-cut metal case 

holds a bold railway marker dial. Metal case with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 30 x 30 x 7cm / 11.8 x 11.8 x 2.7in 

LUGGAGE
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The iconic Putney clock with straight-cut 

gloss black case, bold railway marker dial 

and red teardrop and baton hands. Metal 

wall clock with metal hands and glass lens. 

HWD - 45 x 45 x 9cm / 17.7 x 17.7 x 3.5in

PUT390K

PUTNEY
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GWL15MKGWL12MK

Our iconic oversized station wall clock combines mid-century style with contemporary design. A matt black 

case holds a bold black or white dial and retro propeller hands. Metal case with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 60 x 60 x 13cm / 23.7 x 23.7 x 5.2in  and 37 x 37 x 9.5cm / 14.5 x 14.5 x 4in

GIANT AND 50’s ‘ELECTRIC’

AWN91MK AWN83MK
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QUAD42K QUAD42CH

An industrial-style square wall clock with a straight-cut satin black or chrome case and exposed metal rivets. A mid-

century dial and retro propeller hands are encased behind a flat glass lens. Metal case with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 40 x 40 x 9cm / 15.7 x 15.7 x 3.6in

QUAD
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COOK343KG
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COOK343K COOK343LW

Our Mini collection packs all of the punch of the original Cookhouse clock into petite proportions. Deep reverse ‘ogee’ gloss metal wall 

clock with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 23 x 23 x 6.6cm / 9 x 9 x 2.6in

MCOOK343LWMCOOK343R

Classic colour is paired with a deep gloss painted case and stainless steel bezel to create a kitchen clock with more than a dash of 

nostalgic appeal. Deep reverse ‘ogee’ gloss metal wall clock with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 35 x 35 x 10cm / 13.7 x 13.7 x 3.9in

COOKHOUSE

COOK343KG

MINI COOKHOUSE
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PANT241CY PANT241PW

PANT241FERPANT241HPK

PANT241PO

PANT241LG

A fun and contemporary design which adds colour to small spaces. The deep 

flared barrel case is finished in tactile silicone in rainbow shades. A modern 

dial is measured by contrasting lollipop hands. Silicone coated acrylic case 

with metal hands and glass lens.

HWD - 23.3 x 23.3 x 7.2cm / 9.2 x 9.2 x 2.8in

PANTRY

PANT241ABL
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Mr Clarke: Page 12
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Newgate are a British design studio creating 
timepieces which fuse function and aesthetic. 

Fuelled by the creative energy and entrepreneurial 
spirit of founders Jim and Chloe Read, the 
destination brand has been creating iconic clocks 
for over 25 years, transforming functional time telling 
devices into carefully considered design objects. 

The Newgate watch collection translates the brand’s 
distinctive design DNA into a highly collectable 
range of unisex wristwear.

A premium edit of high grade materials and 
luxe finishes are hand-engineered to create 
the contemporary range, with bespoke colour 
options and signature detailing combined with 
high performance 316L grade stainless steel 
cases, Japanese Miyota quartz movements and 
hardwearing mineral glass lens.

The result is a design-led collection of statement 
timepieces which reflect Newgate’s rich British 
design heritage whilst catering to the modern 
sartorial appetite.

WELCOME TO THE
NEWGATE WATCH COLLECTION

WWW.NEWGATEWATCHES.COM 
SALES@NEWGATEWATCHES.COM

TEL  +44 (0)1691 679 994
FAX  +44 (0)1691 679 995

SOCIAL MEDIA

FACEBOOK.COM/NEWGATEWATCHES
TWITTER.COM/NEWGATEWATCHES
INSTAGRAM.COM/NEWGATEWATCHES
YOUTUBE.COM/NEWGATEWATCHES

Cover Photo: The Blip Watch in Steel Mesh 

HEAD OFFICE

NEWGATE
UNIT 3, 
GLOVERS MEADOW,
OSWESTRY,
SHROPSHIRE
SY10 8NH

ALL INFORMATION IS CORRECT AT TIME OF PRINT.

PLEASE NOTE COLOURS MAY VARY DUE TO PRINTING PROCESS.
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An aviator-inspired watch collection, the 

Torpedo watch is designed with precise 

minute markers, angled 24-hour inner bezel 

and embossed metal hour markers. The 

straight-cut 40mm 316L grade stainless steel 

cylinder case is paired with a classic Italian 

leather or utilitarian canvas strap.

40mm diameter x 8mm deep case, water 

resistant to 3ATM / 30 meters.

TORPEDO

WWMDLNRK047CK
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WWMDLNRS049LT

WWMDLNRS047CK

WWMDLNRK048LK

WWMDLNRK047CK
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WWMBLPVB024LB WWMBLPVB026LB

WWMBLPVS024LK WWMBLPVS026LK
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WWMBLPVS026LK

LEATHER - A versatile everyday watch which fuses modern design with 

retro-influenced styling. A shallow vintage stainless steel or brass finish 

case is paired with a classic leather strap.

40mm diameter x 9.6mm deep case, water resistant to 3ATM / 30 meters.

BLIP
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MESH - A versatile everyday watch which fuses modern design with 

retro-influenced styling. A shallow vintage finish stainless steel case with 

choice of monochrome dials sit on a finely woven steel mesh strap.

40mm diameter x 9.6mm deep case, water resistant to 3ATM / 30 meters.

BLIP

WWMBLPVS024MVS
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WWMBLPVS024MVS

WWMBLPVS026MVS
WWMBLPVS026MVS
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CANVAS - A versatile everyday watch which fuses modern design with retro-influenced styling. 

A shallow vintage finish stainless steel case is paired with a utilitarian canvas strap.

40mm diameter x 9.6mm deep case, water resistant to 3ATM / 30 meters.

BLIP

WWMBLPVS025CBL
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WWMBLPVS025CG

WWMBLPVS025CBL
WWMBLPVS025CBL
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SUEDE - A versatile everyday watch which fuses modern design with retro-influenced styling. 

A shallow vintage finish stainless steel case is paired with a tan suede strap underlined with 

red leather.

40mm diameter x 9.6mm deep case, water resistant to 3ATM / 30 meters (not recommended 

to get strap wet).

BLIP

WWMBLPVS026SUT

WWMBLPVS024SUTWWMBLPVS024SUT
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WWMBLPVS026SUT
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WWSATMRS053GY

WWSATMRK056LKWWSATMRG055LT

WWSATMRR054PK
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WWSATMRR054PK

LEATHER - A petite dial watch collection, the Atom watch combines minimalist simplicity with 

a contemporary feminine edge. A sophisticated colour palette of nude pink, rose gold and dove 

grey unites with soft leather straps, sunray dials and carefully considered finishes.

32mm diameter x 8mm deep case, water resistant to 3ATM / 30 meters. 

ATOM
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WWSATMPG060MVG

MESH - A petite dial watch collection, the Atom watch combines minimalist simplicity with a 

contemporary feminine edge. A sophisticated colour palette of brushed silver, gold and rose 

gold unites with finely woven mesh straps, sunray dials and carefully considered finishes.

32mm diameter x 8mm deep case, water resistant to 3ATM / 30 meters. 

ATOM
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WWSATMPS057MVS WWSATMPG059MVG

WWSATMPG060MVGWWSATMPR058MVR
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Inspired by contemporary minimalist form, the New York watch fuses 

understated components and simplicity of design with sophisticated 

colour and finishes. Brushed metal cases in gold, silver and rose gold 

hold sunray dials with embossed metallic markers. Matt leather straps 

are underlined in cream.

40mm diameter x 8mm deep case, water resistant to 3ATM / 30 meters.

NEW YORK

WWMDLNRR051LPK
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WWMDLNRR051LPK WWMDLNRG052LTWWMDLNRS050LGY
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WWMDLNRS040LK

DOM412PEBLWWMDLNRB039LKWWMDLNRB038LK

WWMDLNRS041LK

WWMDLNRK039LK
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LEATHER - Inspired by the utilitarian architecture of global cityscapes, 

form, function and meticulous attention to detail are at the heart 

of the Drumline watch collection. Understated components in high 

performance materials combine with classic black Italian leather straps 

to create a contemporary silhouette.

40mm diameter x 8mm deep, case water resistant to 3ATM / 30 meters.

DRUMLINE

WWMDLNRS040LK
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WWMDLNRS042CG

CANVAS - Inspired by the minimalist forms of global cityscapes, form, function 

and meticulous attention to detail are at the heart of the Drumline watch 

collection. Radial steel cases combine with utilitarian canvas straps to create a 

modern silhouette. 

40mm diameter x 8mm deep, case water resistant to 3ATM / 30 meters.

DRUMLINE
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WWMDLNRS042CBL

WWMDLNRS042CGWWMDLNRS042CBL
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WWMDLNRB038MVBWWMDLNRB039MVB

WWMDLNRS040MVS WWMDLNRS041MVS
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WWMDLNRS041MVS

MESH - Inspired by the utilitarian architecture of global cityscapes, 

form, function and meticulous attention to detail are at the heart 

of the Drumline watch collection. Understated components in high 

performance materials combine with finely woven mesh straps to 

create a contemporary silhouette.

40mm diameter x 8mm deep, case water resistant to 3ATM / 30 meters.

DRUMLINE
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WWMCLNBB043MVB

WWMCLNBB044MVB WWMCLNBS045MVS

WWMCLNBS046MVS
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WWMCLNBS045MVS

MESH - The square-cut Cubeline watch fuses precise angles with understated 

components in high performance materials, creating a distinctive silhouette. 

Available in spun steel or gold brass case with finely woven Milanese mesh strap.

35mm diameter x 8mm deep case, water resistant to 3ATM / 30 meters.

CUBELINE
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LEATHER - The square-cut Cubeline watch fuses precise angles with 

understated components in high performance materials, creating a 

distinctive silhouette. Available in black-on-black or gold brass double 

layer dial with black Italian leather strap.

35mm diameter x 8mm deep case, water resistant to 3ATM / 30 meters.

CUBELINE

WWMCLNBK044LK
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WWMCLNBB044LK

WWMCLNBK044LK WWMCLNBK044LK
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The ultimate statement timepiece. The Drummer watch has a deep 

straight-cut case with oversized radial brass, stainless steel or black 

dial featuring bold minimalist markers.

50mm diameter x 11mm deep case and 40mm diameter x 11mm 

deep case, water resistant to 5ATM / 50 meters.

DRUMMER

WWLDRMRB032LK
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WWMDRMRS034LK WWMDRMRB031LK

WWLDRMRS033LK WWLDRMRB031LK

WWMDRMRB032LK

WWLDRMRB032LK
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WWMDRMK006LK

WWLDRMVS005LKWWLDRMK006LK

WWMDRMVS005LK
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WWLDRMVS005LK

An oversized watch with straight-cut case finished in gloss black or stainless steel paired 

with a bold graphic dial. Black leather straps with red leather underlining complete the look.  

50mm diameter x 11mm deep case or 40mm diameter x 11mm deep case, water resistant 

to 5ATM / 50 meters.

DRUMMER
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WWLELCPS011SK

A signature part of the Newgate collection, the Electric watch 

is a reinterpretation of one of the brand’s most iconic designs, 

fusing mid-century retro style with contemporary materials 

to create bold, statement wristwear. Pristine stainless steel 

or gloss black ionic plated cases are underslung onto black 

silicone straps.

50mm diameter x 11mm deep and 41mm diameter x 11mm 

deep case, water resistant to 5ATM / 50 meters.

ELECTRIC
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WWLELCK011SK

WWMELCK011SK

WWLELCPS011SK

WWMELCPS011SK
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WWMDLNRK039LK




